Fight COVID-19 Spread
with Air Purification and UVC Disinfection Robots
Help provide clean, safer spaces to customers, employees, and staff with an indoor pollution mitigation
system from JETS Inc. Our products use air purification and sterilization technologies designed to
effectively deactivate and eliminate 99.9% or higher of airborne viruses, bacteria, germs, mold, allergens,
and odors to reduce the spread of indoor pollutants. See our full product line at www.jetsairpro.com

Shopping Malls * Entertainment Venues * Convention Centers * Sports Stadiums
Concert Arenas * Casinos * Movie Theatres * Hotels * Transportation Centers

UVC Disinfection Robot and Air Purification Robot
UVC Disinfection Robot & Air Purification Robot can efficiently sanitize indoor spaces to prevent coronavirus infections

UV-C wavelength is 99.9999% effective at killing airborne viruses, bacteria, germs, and indoor contaminants

UV-C is chemical free making it a more natural and safer way to disinfect your environment
UVC Disinfection Robot

Air Purification Robot

❖ Robot is equipped with intelligent application module and
AI environment recognition technology
❖ Autonomous Navigation Lidar, Remote Control, Wi-Fi Control
❖ Video Monitoring, Voice/Intelligent Alarm
❖ Safe and Intelligent Obstacle Avoidance
❖ Two Operation Modes: Duty mode to work in fixed area autonomously
and Customized mode to work in preset paths and times
❖ Automatic Recharging
❖ Optional Body Temperature and Thermal Imager
• UVC Disinfection Robot operates without people in the area
• High UVC Spectrum for 360° surface disinfection & air purification
• Takes about 100 minutes to complete 1000 square meters
of overall disinfection work
• 1 UVC Robot can manage the disinfection of 3000 square meters

• Air Purification Robot operates with people around
• Disinfects air only for fresh, purified air indoors
• Multi-purification using UVC, Photocatalyst,
Negative Ions, HEPA Filter, & Honeycomb
Ceramic Filter

Ultraviolet (UV) light is a form of invisible light that exists on the electromagnetic spectrum between x-rays and visible light. The most effective
and high energy UV light is called UV-C, with wavelengths between 200-300nm, making them germicidal. It works primarily by destroying the
DNA and RNA inside bacteria, viruses, microorganisms, and fungi through Photolysis, which makes them unable to replicate or function.
UV-C light generated by conventional lamps is a reliable, well-established, and antimicrobial technology that has been used for decades to
disinfect industrial surfaces, water purification systems, and used in hospitals to sanitize all the surfaces in a room at once.
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